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The Gig Economy Model
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What is the gig economy?

Relatively short‐term
matching between supply
of, and demand for, labour
power
+
Work outside of the
employment relationship
+
Mediated through a
digital platform
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How many gig workers are there?

• In 2019, 1/10 workers in the UK worked in
the gig economy.

Geographically tethered:
work required to be done
in a particular location

• In the US, 8% of workers work in the gig
economy in 2019.
• In 2021, a pan‐African survey showed that
1.3% of adult Africans now earn money
from platforms.

Cloudwork: work can, in
theory, be performed from
anywhere via the internet
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The preconditions of the gig economy
The social, technical, political and economic
preconditions of the gig economy include:
• Mass connectivity and cheap technology
• Globalisation and outsourcing
• Gendered and racialised relationships of
work

Source: Woodcock, J., and Graham, M. 2019. The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction. Polity Press.
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What is a platform?
Digital labour platform: a company that uses digital resources to mediate value‐creating
interactions between consumers and individual service‐providing workers, i.e., that digitally
mediates transactions of labour (Fairwork 2021)
Nick Srnicek (2007): “they are characterised by providing the infrastructure to intermediate
between different user groups, by displaying monopoly tendencies driven by network effects, by
employing cross‐ subsidisation to draw in different user groups, and by having a designed core
architecture that governs the interaction possibilities.”
Juliet Schor and Stephen Vallas (2020): “platforms represent a distinctive form of economic
activity, influenced by but different from markets, hierarchies, and networks.”
Jathan Sadowski (2020): “platforms have emerged as a ubiquitous rentier that endeavours to
insert itself into spaces, things, and interactions—especially ones that were not previously subject
to rentier relations—in order to control access and capture value.”
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What is a platform?

Source: Woodcock, J., and Graham, M. 2019. The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction. Polity Press.
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What is a platform?
Buyer

Spatial
control

Temporal
control

Ability to
set rates

Digital
legibility

Barriers to
entry
for workers

Repeat
transactions

Degree of
explicit
coordination

Taxi and delivery work
(e.g. Uber)

High

Mixed

High

Mixed

Low

Low

High

Domestic and care work
(e.g. Helpling)

High

Mixed

High

Low

Low

High

High

Microwork
(e.g. Amazon Mechanical
Turk)

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

Mixed

Online Freelancing
Platform
(e.g. Upwork)

Low

Low

Low

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Source: Woodcock, J., and Graham, M. 2019. The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction. Polity Press.
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Is the gig economy inevitable?
This is what platforms say:

“The flexibility is what got me into Uber in the first
place—being able to work whenever you want, and
make as much as you want,” Pete says. “At any given
moment my daughters can call me, and with the
flexibility of Uber, I press a button and I can attend to
them. That’s just fantastic, getting the power back into
your hands. There’s no stress, there’s no one you need
to answer to. The platform itself has mastered how to
give people their time back.”

Source: Uber, 2021. A Better Deal [White Paper].

Source: Uber Canada. 2021. A Modern Approach to App‐Based Work in Canada. Uber Newsroom.
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Research
Microwork and Virtual Production Networks in Sub‐Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia (2014‐2017)
•

Funder: IDRC

•

107 semi‐structured interviews in Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia.

•

Survey of 679 Southeast Asian and Sub‐Saharan African platform workers.

Geonet: Changing Connectivities and the Potentials of Sub‐Saharan Africa’s Knowledge Economy (2014‐
2020)
•

Funder: ERC

•

192 semi‐structured interviews in South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana, and Uganda.

Fairwork (2018‐present)
•

Funders: BMZ/GIZ, ESRC, Ford Foundation, Oxford‐Berlin University Alliance

•

>400 (ongoing) worker interviews in >20 countries in Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Asia.

•

Survey with 704 workers from 67 countries.

•

Focus groups with platform workers and platform managers.
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Risks and Harms
in the Gig Economy
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Low pay
Workers are often classified as independent
contractors so there is no obligation to pay them
a minimum wage.
Most workers have very limited power to
negotiate rates.
Source: Mellino et. al.,2021. Deliveroo riders can earn as little as £2 an hour…The Bureau of Investigative Journalism.

“Most people, most Filipinos, they work for 50 cents. It's so
embarrassing. You're a professional.
You know how to do this job... She just wants to get a job. It's
really affecting those ones that know how to do the job”
‐ Oluwa, Nigerian worker

Source: Wood, A., Graham, M., Lehdonvirta, A., and Hjorth, I. 2019. Good Gig, Bad Big: Autonomy and Algorithmic Control in
the Global Gig Economy. Work, Employment and Society. 33(1). 56‐75

Source: Adams, A, et.al.2018. A Data‐Driven Analysis of Workers' Earnings on Amazon Mechanical Turk. In .
Association for Computing Machinery.
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Unpaid labour and withholding of wages
Workers spend a large amount of unpaid time
searching and waiting for work.
A 2020 Fairwork survey found that cloudworkers
spend an average of 16 hours a week looking for
jobs.
Workers are also at risk of their wages being
withheld as platform power dynamics tend to
favour clients.

Source: Rodino‐Colocino, M. 2019.
Uber drivers report 80‐plus hour
workweeks and a lot of waiting. The
Conversation.

Source: Guru. How It Works. https://www.guru.com/how‐it‐works/
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Unsafe working conditions
Working conditions in the gig economy can be
inherently risky. Workers face forms of both
physical and mental harm that have been
amplified by COVID‐19.
A Fairwork survey of African and Asian
cloudworkers found that 57% workers lost sleep
as a result of the work they do.

Source: de Greef, Kimon. 2019. Immigrant food couriers risk death on South African roads Ground Up
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/migrant‐food‐couriers‐risk‐death‐south‐african‐roads/

Source: Deahl, Dani. 2019. Rev transcribers hate the low pay, but the disturbing recordings are even
worse. The Verge.

Source: Levin, Sam. 2017. Sexual harassment and the sharing economy: the dark side of working
for strangers. The Guardian.
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Precarity, job insecurity and
vulnerability
Workers are often misclassified as independent
contractors, with very little power to challenge
international platforms.

Source: Verghese, S. 2020. Gig economy workers have a new weapon in the fight against Uber. The Verge.
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Discrimination and unfair management
Women and ethnic minorities face particular risk
of bad ratings and being excluded from
opportunities.
There is often no recourse to due process when
discrimination happens.

Source: Graham, M., Hjorth, I., Lehdonvirta, V. 2017. Digital labour and development: impacts of global digital labour platforms and
the gig economy on worker livelihoods. Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research. 23 (2). 135‐162.

Source: Geiger, G. 2021. Court Rules Deliveroo Used 'Discriminatory' Algorithm. VICE.

Source: Hannák et.al.. 2017. Bias in Online Freelance Marketplaces: Evidence from TaskRabbit and Fiverr.
(CSCW ‘17).
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Individualisation
Conditions in the gig economy mean workers
have a structurally weak bargaining position. It
is very difficult – though not impossible – to
coordinate collective power.

“I know what labour unionisation does, it cannot change
anything [for online freelancing]. Maybe, [if it were at the] global
level. For example, a unionized labour of online freelancers in
Nairobi, cannot change the policies of GigOnline from here. They
cannot...They’ll just take the job somewhere else if the unionised
labour of freelancers in Nairobi don’t want to do the work at
certain dollar amount, then they’ll just take it elsewhere”
‐ Ayub, Kenyan worker

Source: Salehi, N. et. al. 2015. We Are Dynamo: Overcoming Stalling and Friction in Collective Action for Crowd
Workers. In Proceedings of the 33rd Annual ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI
'15).

Source: Wood, A., Lehdonvirta, V., and Graham, M. 2018. Workers of the Internet unite? Online freelancer
organisation among remote gig economy workers in six Asian and African countries. New Technology, Work and
Employment. 33(2).
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Conjuncture of Organisational
Forms
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In the technology business?
Platforms claim that they are neither the employer or
the client of a service provided by a worker. Instead,
arguing their role is to connect workers and
consumers.

Source: Deliveroo 101: how it works. https://help.deliveroo.com/en/articles/1934773‐deliveroo‐101‐how‐it‐works
Source: Postmates. About Us. https://postmates.com/about
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Challenging Misclassification

Source: Russon, M. 2021. BBC News.

Source: Paul, Kari. 2020. The Guardian.

Source: Manuel V. Gómez. 2020. El País
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Moving the line
By performing many of the functions of markets,
networks, and infrastructures platforms constantly
straddle, obfuscate, and move the line that separates
where employment begins and ends.

"Our business would be adversely affected if Drivers were
classified as employees, workers or quasi‐employees“

Lobbying + Reactive policies

Source: Paul, K. 2020. Uber changing app to avoid reach of California's new gig
workers law. The Guardian.

‐ Uber Annual Report 2020 (p. 13)
“Our business would be adversely affected if our rider model
or approach to rider status and our operating practices were
successfully challenged or if changes in law require us to
reclassify our riders as employees.”
‐ Deliveroo IPO Registration

Source: Skelton, G. 2020. It’s no wonder hundreds of millions have been spent on Prop. 22. A lot is
at stake. The LA Times
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Platforms at the
Conjuncture of Geographies
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Spatial reach
Platforms that operate in multiple jurisdictions
devise a structure in which workers sign contracts
with a foreign company.
Uber drivers register with local companies for
onboarding, but sign contracts with Uber BV –
which is based in the Netherlands.
Local workers are unlikely to have access to
foreign courts.
Source: Woodcock, J., and Graham, M. 2019. The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction. Polity Press.
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Extra‐territoriality
Cloudwork platforms can operate everywhere,
constructing a planetary labour market that
facilitates a mass migration of labour, but not
of people.
Platforms can set a global minimum wage that
applies indiscriminately to all countries
regardless of local context.

Source: Woodcock, J., and Graham, M. 2019. The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction. Polity Press.
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Ephemerality
Platforms can be embedded into cities, then
exit without leaving assets, infrastructures, or
fixed capital behind.
Rather than comply with government
regulation, Uber and Foodora exited markets in
Texas and Ontario respectively.

Source: Hern, A. 2016. Uber and Lyft pull out of Austin after locals vote against self‐regulation. The Guardian.

Source: Mojtehedzadeh, S. 2020. Food‐delivery app Foodora announces exit from Canada two months after historic
worker win. Toronto Star.
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Decentralisation
The majority of platform workers are
individualised and unorganised as work is
highly decentralised. This makes collective
organising extremely challenging.
But there are exceptions.
2020: historic protests spread across Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, and Mexico with workers
striking against dangerous working conditions and
low pay.
2017: IWGB strikes in Brighton led to a temporary
recruitment freeze, improvement of wages and
reinstatement of victimised workers
(Cant, 2020: 141)
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The Fairwork Project
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Pathways of change
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Fairwork Partners
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Fairwork Funders
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Fairwork countries
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Fairwork Principles for Gig Work
Fair Pay
Workers, irrespective of their employment classification, should earn a decent income in their home jurisdiction
after taking account of work‐related costs.
Fair Conditions
Platforms should have policies in place to protect workers from foundational risks arising from the processes of
work and should take proactive measures to protect and promote the health and safety of workers.
Fair Contracts
Platforms provide clear and transparent terms and conditions and they do not impose unfair contract terms.
Fair Management
There should be a documented process through which workers can be heard, can appeal decisions affecting
them and be informed of the reasons behind those decisions.
Fair Representation
Platforms should provide a documented process through which worker voice can be
expressed. Irrespective of their employment classification, workers should have the right to
organise in collective bodies, and platforms should be prepared to cooperate and negotiate with them.
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Principle 1: Fair Pay
Fair practice means workers, irrespective of their
employment classification, should earn a decent
income in their home jurisdiction after taking
account of work‐related costs.

Many workers are currently earning
below minimum wage, spending hours
of unpaid work on platforms and are a
at risk of their wages being withheld.

1.1 ‐ Pays at least the local minimum wage
after costs (one point)
1.2 ‐ Pays at least a local living wage after
costs (one additional point)
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Principle 2: Fair Conditions
Fair practice begins with platforms having policies
in place to protect workers from risks arising from
the processes of work, and taking proactive
measures to protect and promote the health and
safety of workers

Workers across the gig economy face
significant risks to their physical and
mental wellbeing.

2.1 ‐ Mitigates task‐specific risks
2.2 ‐ Provides a safety net
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Principle 3: Fair Contracts
Fair contracting means terms and conditions
should be transparent, concise, and provided to
workers in an accessible form. If workers are
genuinely self‐employed, terms of service are free
of clauses which unreasonable exclude liability on
the part of the platform.

Workers are misclassified as
independent contractors and have
limited access to employment
protections.

3.1 ‐ Provides clear and transparent terms
and conditions (one point)
3.2 ‐ Does not impose unfair contract terms
(one additional point)
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Principle 4: Fair Management
Fair practice means there should be a documented
process through which workers can be heard, can
appeal decisions affecting them, and be informed
of the reasons behind those decisions. There must
be a clear channel of communication to workers
involving the ability to appeal management
decisions or deactivation. The use of algorithms is
transparent and results in equitable outcomes for
workers there should be an identifiable and
documented policy that ensures equity in the way
workers are managed on a platform.

Workers rarely have access to due
process around disciplinary or
dismissal procedures.

4.1 ‐ Provides due process for decisions
affecting workers (one point)
4.2 ‐ Provides equity in the management
process (one additional point)
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Principle 5: Fair Representation
Platforms should provide a documented process
through which worker voice can be expressed.
Irrespective of their employment classification,
workers should have the right to organise in
collective bodies, and platforms should be
prepared to cooperate and negotiate with them.

Workers have very little bargaining
power and collective organising is
extremely challenging.

5.1 ‐ Assures freedom of association and the
expression of collective worker voice (one point)
5.2 ‐ Supports democratic governance (one
additional point)
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Fairwork Principles for Online Work
Fair Pay
Workers must have full confidence that they will be paid for the work they do, within the agreed‐upon
timeframe and in a recognised national currency.
Fair Conditions
Platforms should have policies in place to protect workers from risks arising from the processes of work and
should take proactive measures to protect and promote the health and safety of workers.
Fair Contracts
Terms and conditions should be accessible, readable and comprehensible. Workers should have legal recourse
if the platform breaches those conditions and contracts should not require workers to waive this right.
Fair Management
There should be a documented process through which workers can be heard, can appeal decisions affecting
them, and be informed of the reasons behind those decisions.
Fair Representation
Platforms should provide a documented process through which worker voice can be expressed. Irrespective
of their employment classification, workers should have the right to organise in collective bodies, and
platforms should be prepared to cooperate and negotiate with them.
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Methods: Data Collection
Desk research
Map the largest and most
influential platforms
operating in each city, as well
as identifying points of
contact or ways to access
workers

+

Worker interviews
Interview 6‐10 workers per
platform. This allows us to
understand the process of work
and the ways it is carried out
and managed, as well as
confirm that policies are really
in place on the platform

+

Manager interviews
Interview platform managers
and request evidence for
each of the Fairwork
principles. This provides
insights into the operation
and business model of the
platform.

Putting it all together
Final scores are collectively decided by the Fairwork team based on all three forms of evidence. The scores are
peer‐reviewed by the country team, the Oxford team, and two reviewers from other Fairwork country teams.
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Methods: Scoring System
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Methods: Scoring Examples
Germany Scores 2020

Ecuador Scores 2021
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League tables
Chile 2021

South Africa 2020

India 2020

Germany 2020

Ecuador 2021
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Our Impact
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Worker focus
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Worker focus
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Our Impact Cloudwork
Appen: Clarified the scope of a key worker protection policy (‘ethical sourcing and
modern slavery policy’) to state that the platform is bound by its provisions, and that it
applies to all workers on the platform.
Clickworker: Clarified the scope of their dispute resolution process to make clear that an
independent Ombud’s office was available to all workers to resolve disputes with the
platform.
Jovoto: Added wording in job invitations stating that refusal of jobs/tasks will not impact
future work opportunities on the platform
Prolific:
• Added wording in their Terms and Conditions stating that workers can appeal
disciplinary actions that are perceived to be unfair, and steps on how to do so.
• Added wording in the Terms and Conditions stating that discrimination or abuse
will not be tolerated on Prolific, and will result in the termination of a client’s
account.

Fairwork Scores 2021 (Unpublished)
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Our Impact Cloudwork
Transcribe Me:
• Added a 30‐day notice period for changes to payment levels, and committed that
future changes will not reverse accrued benefits or reasonable expectations upon
which workers have relied.
• Added wording in job posting portal to ask clients to provide workers with
information about the purpose of the job they are working on.
• Added an anti‐discrimination policy in their Terms of Service

Workana:
• Added 'cancellation policy for fixed value projects' detailing when/how Workana will
intervene to resolve payment disputes
• Added criteria for arbitration decisions to worker‐facing policies
• Added information to worker‐facing policies about options for escalation of disputes
to third party resolution if platform mediation cannot solve an issue
• Added public policy stating that jobs will be removed from the platform if they pay
below the minimum wage in the workers’ local jurisdiction
• Added wording to worker account termination policy to outline appeal process for
terminations
• Added public policy to state that workers cannot be discriminated against on the
basis of any protected status by either the client or the platform. Committed to
sanctioning users if discrimination is uncovered
Fairwork Scores 2021 (Unpublished)
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Our Impact Germany
InStaff and Zenjob incorporated anti‐discrimination and anti‐
harassment guidelines into their terms of service
Zenjob amended its general agreement with workers to
formally indicate its willingness for workers to form a
collective body and engage in negotiations with it.

Fairwork Scores 2020
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Our Impact India
UrbanClap committed to translating worker contracts to local
languages in the states they operate.
They have added a non‐discrimination clause to their
customer's terms of use.

Fairwork Scores 2020
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Our Impact South Africa
Bottles committed to support the development of a workers'
organisation that could undertake collective bargaining.
Sweepsouth committed to developing a policy on non‐
discrimination.
NoSweat instituted a policy to make sure no workers earn
below the minimum wage after their costs are taken into
account. It also developed a portal and process for workers to
lodge grievances.
GetTOD committed to pay workers above a living wage and
clarified its disciplinary processes in the contract. It also added
a statement on union recognition to their contract with
workers.

Fairwork Scores 2020
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Social transformation
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Thank you
fair.work
@towardsfairwork
@towardsfairwork
@towards_fairwork

The Fairwork team in late 2020. For a current list, visit fair.work
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